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Abstract: Ordinary English teachers serve as English for Specific Purposes (ESP), which have their advantages and disadvantages. How to make use of its own advantages to make up for the shortcomings, and successfully become a marine ESP English teacher, it is worth exploring. ESP is applied to college English teaching and puts higher demands on teachers' ability. We should uphold the principle of capacity-based promotion, expand the horizons of teachers, and enhance teachers' teaching ability and professionalism. The importance of ESP lies in its goal of teaching people how to use English as a tool or means to learn new knowledge. Although general English and ESP English have different learning emphases, some of them are interrelated. This paper introduces ESP as a teaching concept, and specifically analyses how to use ESP to guide the practice of maritime English teaching.

1. Introduction

The progress of science and technology has promoted the development of the world economy and society. The development of all walks of life is inseparable from the environment of economic globalization [1]. There are more and more discussions on ESP teaching in College English teaching system, which emphasizes the combination of professional content and language learning, and cultivates students' professional English communicative competence [2]. ESP is generally divided into academic English and work English. Economic globalization needs more compound talents with stronger adaptability and considerable application ability [3]. ESP English teachers face more challenges than basic English or general English teachers. The importance of ESP is reflected in its goal of teaching people how to use English as a tool or means to learn new knowledge [4]. To achieve their clear academic and professional goals, more targeted.

Nautical English is a specialized language for maritime work for maritime professionals, with academic nautical English and working nautical English [5]. Whether it is economic interaction or the learning of advanced technologies between countries, the common language of English is used [6]. Before becoming a qualified ESP English teacher, you must be able to take on curriculum design, maritime expertise research, and course assessment tasks [7]. Although general English and ESP English have different learning emphases, some of them are interrelated. There is no natural absolute boundary between academic English and working English [8]. There is an increasing demand for compound technical talents who can communicate in English skillfully and have certain professional skills.

2. ESP Teaching Concept

ESP is in the final analysis a kind of teaching concept, which is the nature of ESP. The aim of English teaching in higher vocational colleges is to cultivate students' ability to use English and its communicative strategies in daily and business communication concerning foreign affairs. ESP theory holds that with the development of learners' language proficiency and the change of their needs, the complete English language teaching is a continuum of continuous refinement and sustainable development from beginners' English to a specific English for specific purposes. In the teaching of communicative law, the mastery of language forms is not the emphasis of emphasis, and the communicative process is the focus of learning [9]. ESP is not a course, but a complete teaching system. There is a set of teaching programs, guiding principles and methods for course
implementation, and at the same time, it has its own unique teaching philosophy.

The rapid development of the new economy has put forward higher requirements and updated requirements for the skills of high-quality skilled talents in the language field. An important aspect of ESP emphasis is to explore a combination of English and professionalism based on professional needs. Applying the ESP concept to college English teaching is not a complete replacement of existing college English teaching with ESP. Instead, we should follow the ESP concept and put students' needs first. In communicative approach, such activities as role-playing and group discussion reflect its internal learning theory. Improve ESP English teachers' understanding of English teaching theory, clarify teaching objectives and deeply understand the special requirements of ESP teaching evaluation elements. Only when students master the habits and characteristics of maritime English in listening, speaking, reading and writing, can they complete their work better.

3. Analysis of Teaching Objectives of Maritime English

The professionalism of nautical English reading is very strong, and it does not necessarily require readers to have a strong language skills. More is the ability to combine English reading skills with their professional knowledge. The current vocational colleges continue to strengthen the construction of teachers and create more professional training opportunities for teachers. In the entire teaching process, the most prominent is the teacher problem [10]. Consciousness and activity are interdependent and interactive, activities are inseparable from consciousness, and consciousness must also exist in the context of activities. Because of their unfamiliarity with language teaching, teachers of navigation specialty often inculcate more knowledge of navigation specialty. Maritime English writing skills are quite different from ordinary English. It is a practical writing with its own grammar system and professional habits. Teachers should be able to demonstrate the practical operation skillfully while teaching theory.

Due to objective reasons and teachers' own knowledge structure problems, ESP teaching tasks are allocated between English teachers and professional teachers. ESP can integrate language teaching with real life. Maritime English requires standardized and concise language, emphasizing the accurate understanding of each other's meaning, and not emphasizing the elegance and grace of the language. ESP teaching can expand the linguistic teaching background of teachers, and encourage teachers to be more responsible and change their role identity. The ESP concept emphasizes the organic integration of language teaching and professional content learning to cultivate students' comprehensive English skills and professional English. The cooperative teaching method based on the concept of communicative law, task-based teaching method, content-based teaching method and other teaching methods are more suitable for ESP teaching.

ESP is an English teaching method centered on practical ability training. The specific implementation should follow the three principles of demand analysis, authenticity and student-centered. Educational evaluation is an activity that judges the extent to which educational activities meet the needs of society and individuals. It is a judgment of the actual or potential value of educational activities. The design of problem-oriented teaching activities in College English teaching requires students to complete a task with teaching pertinence and real communicative value, and to develop their ability of autonomous learning. ESP teaching pays attention to process teaching, cultivates students' basic academic language skills and the ability to solve practical problems in various target contexts. ESP has different teaching objectives for different learners, so it is necessary to determine the corresponding teaching objectives according to the actual needs of learners.

4. Conclusions

The application of ESP teaching concept in maritime English teaching will inevitably break the traditional teaching mode, which is a challenge for both teachers and students. The application of ESP in College English teaching puts forward higher requirements for teachers' competence. We should adhere to the principle of capacity improvement, strengthen the construction of teachers,
expand teachers' horizons, and improve teachers' teaching ability and professional quality. On this basis, after years of teaching practice, teachers with independent ESP knowledge structure and teaching ability can be trained by integrating the advantages of language teachers and professional teachers. After the study, the teacher will comment on the practice and find out the advantages and disadvantages. If it is repeated on the basis of the summary, the effect will be better. Although the development of ESP teaching concept is relatively mature, it is widely used in many professional English teaching, but its application in maritime English teaching is relatively backward, and it is worth further improvement in research and practice.
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